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Inisol, Initiativegroup Solvay, is an organization of senior year master students in Business Engineering at the 
Solvay Business School of the University of Brussels (VUB). Since 1991, Inisol annually organizes a trade mission 
to an emerging economy. During this three week mission, a group of about twenty to thirty graduating students 
individually perform a specific assignment for participating companies under direct academic supervision. 

WHO? GUIDANCE AND SUPPORT 
The trade mission team consists of a group of highly motivated business engineering students under the academic 
supervision of prof. dr. Michaël Dooms, who, when being a student, executed a trade mission himself and has  
supported the last ten editions. He will assist the students with the preparation and execution of the mission,  
including on-the-ground support on location. We also cooperate with, among others, Flanders Investment & Trade, 
the Belgian Embassy and the Agency for Foreign Trade in order to obtain professional advice and generate the 
necessary contacts. Even so, we generate preparatory contacts with Solvay alumni on site. Practicalities like  
accommodation, local transport, communications, the first appointments, etc. are taken care off as extensively as 
possible before the departure, in order to be able to start working from the first day.

WHERE? LOCATION
In the past years our trade mission went to Malaysia (2016), China (2015), Kenia (2014), Colombia (2013), Turkey 
(2012), Vietnam (2011), Indonesia (2010), China (2009). This year Inisol chose to explore the Indonesian market again.  
Indonesia has the largest economy in Southeastern Asia and is a member of the G20 summit, a group of the largest 
economies in the world. After the Asian financial crisis at the end of the nineties, the country made some significant  
economic progress and can gradually start to compete with the BRICS-countries. According to the estimations,   
average economic growth rate for the following five years will fluctuate between 5,1% and 5,5 %.

WHEN? PERIOD
The trade mission takes place in the second semester of the academic year, naturally, the preparations for the 
trade mission are initiated much earlier. This year the trade mission will take place from march 4th till march 25th.  
The final report will be handed in four weeks after our return at the latest.
 
The deadline for participating companies to express their interest is December 15th. Companies are served on a first 
come first served basis.

WHY? YOUR MOTIVATION
The trade mission can be interesting for your company for many reasons. By participating in this mission,  
you can explore a completely new market or you can further expand your existing network. 
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HOW? PROCEDURE
We work with a simple formula. You can find a complete outline of our procedure in the step-by-step plan in our 
brochure (available in Dutch and French).
 
The first phase consists of searching for a participating company for each student. Subsequently, the student in 
Belgium will be thoroughly informed about the objectives of his/her specific assignment. The specification of the 
assignment will happen in consultation with a representative of Flanders Investment and Trade.
 
During the second phase, 2 to 3 months preceding the mission, the mission must be prepared in detail. The assigned 
student will have to conduct the necessary research in preparation of the assignment on site. This encompasses 
among others also a possible education or coaching before the start of the assignment on site. This education or 
coaching of the student needs to be attended to by the company itself.

The third phase, the trade mission itself, consists of an intense research in Indonesia. The student team leaves 
on February 4th 2017 for Indonesia, for the execution of the assignments on site. The mission will last 3 weeks.  
During the period of the mission, every effort will be made to give feedback on a small-scaled and frequent basis, 
via e-mail, chatting or by telephone.

During the final phase, each student produces a professional report, with specific attention to the results of the 
conducted research. The report needs to be handed over in 4 weeks after return at the latest.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION  

Destination: Indonesia - Jakarta 

Date: 4th February 2017 - 25th March 2017

Price: 3.250 euro (as de facto partnership, Inisol has no VAT obligations) 
           Incl. all accommodation and travel expenses 
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